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Intelligence-Driven 
Orchestration

Fuse Threat Intelligence 
and Orchestration

Unlike typical orchestration tools, TC Manage™ is built on the ThreatConnect Platform – giving 
you not only the ability to orchestrate your security functions, but also the confidence that you 
are basing your tasks and decisions on vetted, relevant threat intelligence. Automate part or 
all of your processes for managing threat data, including sending indicators to your defensive 
tools for alerting or blocking, or looping in one of your team member’s tasks. Having your 
aggregated and enriched data in the same place as your orchestration capabilities allows you 
to be more focused and effective in your response to threats – all without having to expand 
your team or buy more tools.

AUTOMATION + HUMAN INTERVENTION 
Create customizable playbooks

öö Build ‘Playbooks’ – automated chains of events triggered 
by an event in your network

öö Use built-in tasks to loop your team in at critical 
decision points

öö Choose from ThreatConnect-provided Playbook 
templates or build your own

öö Chronicle your processes so you can look at 
them strategically

öö Use ThreatConnect’s easy drag-and-drop interface – no 
coding needed

öö Automate nearly any security operation or task, such 
as sending alerts, enriching data, or assigning tasks to 
your team

öö Time consuming tasks are reduced from hours or days 
to seconds

öö Ingest data from any tool (including tools we don’t yet 
integrate with)

öö Easily send indicators to any of ThreatConnect’s 100+ 
integration partners including firewalls, SIEMs, and more

öö Automatically enrich your data using multiple third 
party tools

TC MANAGE™

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY  
Automate tasks and spend time on what matters

UNITE YOUR TOOLS  
Easily send & receive data from your security tools

Request Demonstration Today

https://www.emtdist.com/demos-by-emt
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About ThreatConnect®

ThreatConnect arms organizations with a powerful defense against cyber threats and the confidence to make strategic business decisions. Built on the industry ’s 
only intelligence-driven, extensible security platform, ThreatConnect provides a suite of products designed to meet the threat intelligence aggregation, analysis and 
automation needs of security teams at any maturity level. More than 1,600 companies and agencies worldwide deploy the ThreatConnect platform to fully integrate 
their security technologies, teams, and processes with relevant threat intelligence resulting in reduced detection to response time and enhanced asset protection.
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WHY THREATCONNECT?

Find Threats, Evaluate Risk, and 
Mitigate Harm to Your Organization

The ThreatConnect Platform was specifically designed to 
help you understand adversaries, automate workflows, and 
mitigate threats faster using threat intelligence. But we know 
security operations and threat intelligence are not one size 
fits all. That’s why we offer a suite of products designed for 
teams of all sizes and maturity levels. And because each of 
our products is built on our Platform, ThreatConnect will 
adapt with your organization as it grows and changes.

Threat Intelligence for Any Maturity Level
THREATCONNECT PRODUCTS

TC Identify TC Manage TC Analyze TC Complete

Open Source Feeds    

Ingest Premium Feeds    

Access to CAL™ Data    

TAXII Server    

ThreatConnect Intelligence Source  A la carte A la carte A la carte

Custom Dashboards Default Dashboards   

Automated Email Import   

Manage Incidents and Tasks   

Create Threat Intelligence  

Create Private Communities  

Orchestration Feature  

Custom Indicator Types 

ThreatConnect 
Platform

Maturity Paths

Request Demonstration Today

https://www.emtdist.com/demos-by-emt



